
THE ART OF WAREZ is a short film about the virtually unknown world of the ANSI art scene, to be released 
on 31 July, 2019.

There was a time before the internet, in the late 1980’s and early 90’s, when computer users would communicate 
through the telephone lines by leaving messages for one another on Bulletin Board Systems or BBS’s.

This would become a very early form of file sharing as Hackers and Pirates would use BBS’s to illegally 
distribute cracked software, known as Warez, and all sorts of other illegal materials.

The graphical display of BBS’s was called an ANSI.

ANSI art was the visual component to the BBS scene and the subculture of hackers, software pirates and 
computer game crackers.

NEW FILM BY OLIVER PAYNE 
EXPLORES THE ANSI ART SCENE
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These were simple pictures made from coloured blocks, created by using the keyboard. Before long ANSI art 
took on a life of its own and an underground art movement was born. 

During this time, there was an explosion of output as ANSI artists formed crews and competed to release the 
best ANSI’s.

The arrival of the internet and the changes to computers it introduced killed the ANSI scene and the majority 
of the artworks were lost in the process. 

This is the story of PRE INTERNET HACKER GRAFFITI, copyright theft, stolen long-distance phone calls, and 
pictures of fantasy warriors, comic book monsters, naked ladies and graffiti B-Boys.

Notes to Editors

For further information, please contact:

Carla von der Becke
carla@albanyartscommunications.com
t: +44 (0) 20 7278 3029; m: + 44 (0) 7974 252 994

About Oliver Payne:

Oliver is an artist-filmmaker, represented by Herald St Gallery, London and Gavin Brown Enterprise, New York.

He has shown work at the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York and The Hammer Museum, Los 
Angeles. His work in collaboration with Nick Relph received the Golden Lion award at the 43rd edition of the 
Venice Biennale and has shown at the Serpentine Gallery (2000), the Institute of Contemporary Arts (2001) 
and is included in the permanent collections of the Tate Britain in London, the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York, Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris.

He has made films for various skate brands, including films for Supreme, as well as a thought provoking film 
for Cav Empt which premiered on Nowness.

@safecrackers

https://safecrackers.com/

About Kevin Bouton-Scott:

Kevin is a painter and recently graduated from Art Center’s MFA program where he briefly studied under 
Oliver. It was during this time that Kevin introduced Oliver to the world of ANSI. 

His work has featured in galleries across the USA, and looks at our contemporary culture with a specific focus 
on fan-art - from text message screenshots printed on T-shirts, to human sized cutouts of characters from 
the 80’s B-Movie ‘Summer School’. 

Together, Kevin and Oliver collaborated on this film from research to delivery - resulting in a truly synergetic 
piece. 

@kevinboutonscott 

http://www.kevinboutonscott.com/ 
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About Somesuch: 

Somesuch is an award-winning production company specialising in the making of engaging, high quality, 
narrative led film. The future of culture and filmmaking is being shaped at break-neck speeds and they 
seek the yet-to-be told stories from provocateurs daring to do new things in their own way. Somesuch work 
with the creative elite to create tomorrow’s culture. They are strategically positioned between the categories 
of commerce, fashion, music, and art. Somesuch are positive, provocative and pro-diversity; empowering, 
emotive and switched-on. They represent a roster of directors around the globe creating commercials, music 
videos, documentaries, content, branded entertainment and films. 

Somesuch have made music videos for artists including Frank Ocean, Nas, A$AP Rocky and King Krule, and 
commercials for clients such as Nike, Adidas, ASOS, Loewe, Uniqlo, Mercedes and Google. Work by Somesuch 
has been honoured by every international advertising award festival including Cannes Lions, British Arrows, 
D&AD and Creative Circle. Their films have been screened at Sundance, BFI London Film Festival, SXSW 
and on Channel 4. In 2017 they won the BAFTA for Best Short Film for ‘Home’ starring Jack O’Connell and 
were also crowned ‘Production Company of the Year 2018’ by AdAge, the British Arrows and at the UKMVAs. 
Somesuch is also closely partnered with Anonymous Content in the US, the company behind The Revenant, 
Birdman, Spotlight and True Detective, among many others. 

@somesuchandco

www.somesuch.co

http://www.somesuch.co 

